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Introduction
The Generations Tunebook was born of necessity during the course of an 
educational initiative called, ‘The Generations Project’. The project itself 
was initially, a simple exercise in Citizenship in a large South Yorkshire 
comprehensive school. The motivation behind this was to place teenagers at 
the heart of their community. The results of this venture had repercussions 
which are still being felt in the small mining town of Maltby which lies in the 
borough of Rotherham, not far from Sheffield.

In 2002, the music department at Maltby Comprehensive School in partnership 
with the South Riding Folk Arts Network set about the task of teaching a group 
of 13 and 14 years old students the longsword dance. In this  undertaking 
much support and encouragement was given by the national folk organisation, 
the English Folk Dance & Song Society. A group of students learned the 
dance whilst others learned to play the tunes to accompany the performance. 
Financial support from the school’s PTA allowed Head of Art, Liz Davenport, 
to create the striking costumes worn by the dancers. More support appeared 
in the form of folk arts development agency Folk South West who generously 
discounted their ‘College Hornpipe’ tunebook for the project. Players of 
orchestral instruments suddenly found themselves being extended by the 
apparently ‘simple’ melodies arranged by Paul Burgess. Further assistance to 
the project came in the form of Whitby’s Moor & Coast Festival who, through 
Ian Davies, invited the newly formed Maltby Phoenix Sword Dancers to 
perform during the Bank Holiday weekend of May 2003. Spring rainfall and 
coastal winds taught the young musicians the value of memorising the parts as 
sheet music joined the seagulls in the harbour. Before long learning parts had 
become the norm. Levels of musicianship rose rapidly. 

During the Summer term of 2003 comprehensive school students visited 
each of their ‘feeder’ primary schools giving demonstration workshops to 
year 5 pupils. The infection spread and by the end of that year the group had 
performed at all of their feeder schools creating fledgling sword dance teams 
in two of them. At Christmas the band and the dance teams, together with the 
school choir gained a new supporter in the form of the Kelham Island Industrial 
Museum and its director Martin Jones. The Generations teams performed at the 
Victorian themed Christmas market which is an annual event at the museum. 
The following Monday three schools and a variety of sword dances appeared in 
the streets of Maltby to celebrate the turning on of the town’s Christmas lights 
by invitation of the Town Council. This has become an annual event. In March 
2004 the team specialising in ‘rapper’ sword dancing who had been expertly 
coached by SRFAN’s Ron and Jenny Day, entered the Dancing England 
Rapper Tournament (DERT), being held in Bath. The girls managed a creditable 
sixth place in the open class. More festivals ensued and the teams were now 
regulars at Whitby, Sheffield and further afield. In the spring of 2005 the team 
not only won the open class at DERT in Preston but also won the Best Youth 
Team and, to everyone’s surprise and delight, were crowned overall champions 
winning the coveted Steve Marris Trophy. Chaperon Sue Coe of Ryburn 3 Step 
and coaches Ron and Jenny could not have been more delighted if they’d won 
it themselves. This had a profound effect on both school and the community 
especially when the team were featured on BBC television’s ‘Look North’.

Musically the school’s players developed at a similar rate and began making 
their own arrangements or demanding arrangements of favourite tunes. They 
grew in all senses over the period of the project which continues to run itself. 
A new system of teaching instrumentalists emerged and these arrangements 
were used to develop a new generation of musicians and dancers. 

The arrangements in this book originated in a number of ways. They were 
developed in response to need and using the models provided by ‘The College 
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Hornpipe’ and Dave Townsend. Students and staff produced arrangements 
of particular favourites or for particular functions. The music, once set 
down in these arrangements, was rarely played as written and each was 
explored in a variety of ways and contexts. It was a major breakthrough 
when the students realised that they gained much greater control over the 
music by ‘taking it off the page’ that meant committing the parts to memory. 
This single realisation must be considered the defining position in all high 
quality musical performance. Students who previously had only studied for 
grade examinations in their bedrooms suddenly discovered the reality of 
musicianship and the exhilaration of playing with others in live performance. 

From this the process of self discover was rapid. Students became familiar 
with the genre in which they were working and soon began to improvise 
parts. This began initially by playing drones which developed into ostinati 
and so into full blown counter melodies. Several students tried their hands 
at writing within the discipline of the tradition and others experimented with 
arranging. There was a general exploration of recorded and published 
music for new material which was often learned aurally by the student 
and presented for arranging by staff. Throughout this period the students 
never gravitated towards modern popular music despite their age. Instead 
of this there appeared a widening of their musical tastes. Students who 
had experienced the Generations Project were apparently comfortable 
playing any style or type of music that they encountered. The other school 
ensembles found a broadening of the range of material being played and 
demanded by these students. 

In academic year 2004 - 2005, for the first time, the school experienced a 
one hundred per cent pass in GCSE Music. In the same year there arrived a 
Year Seven cohort who were already keen sword dancers and who wanted 
to be musicians following the example which had been set before then two 
years previously. These young people are already taking on the mantle of 
their older role models and some even return to their primary schools to 
teach even younger groups. Making music and sword dancing have become 
mainstream teen culture in this community.

Initially the choice of music to play was dictated by the need to provide 
music for the sword dance. Later this expanded as stated above. The 
sources of the material are more varied than might be supposed and range 
from newly composed melodies to the18th century and earlier. One is even 
a straight transcription from Mozart via an unusual route. Every attempt 
has been made to present the arrangements as the arranger intended. 
Purists might comment on some unusual harmonies or the very understated 
chording. It should be remembered, however, that all of these arrangements 
have been developed with, by or for young people aged 12 to 16 with these 
as their first steps in ensemble playing. Demands are high in some of these 
settings and yet the students never failed to achieve the challenges set 
before them. They have emerged as competent musicians and composers 
with an enthusiasm for all styles of music and a determination to continue to 
have participatory music at the centre of their lives. It has been an immense 
privilege to have shared this journey with them and to be touched by their 
spirit which is embodied in their music. 

Paul Davenport
Director, The Generations Project,
Maltby Comprehensive School, 
South Yorkshire. 2005
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Playing the arrangements
Each arrangement is in four parts. The earlier settings used a duplication of the bass in a treble 
clef transposition to create a third part. Another feature of these earlier arrangements meant 
that there was a tendency to create a hierarchy in which the melody was supported by a more 
difficult second part and an easier third part was added below this being itself transposed and 
duplicated in the bass. With all of these you can, of course, simply choose parts and play these 
pieces. You will then hear what’s written twice. This is due to the repeats that bound each 
section. These melodies are made up of two sections, the A music and the B music. Each is 
repeated.

This is not the most interesting, or challenging way to play. The originators of these settings use 
a democratic process in which each section is given the parts to play in a particular order. One 
of the longest arrangements we use is for ‘Nonsuch/La Moresque’. Here the piece is generally 
played as follows;

A1x2 B1x2 – Solo Flute – first part. Andante
A2x2 B2x2 – Flute continues but joined by solo clarinet – second part
A3x2 B3x2 – First two instruments are joined by solo violin playing third part
A4x2 B4x2 – All continue but all flutes now join soloist doubling part one.
A5x2 B5x2 – All still playing but now clarinets join soloist
A6x2 B6x2 – All strings now join solo violin on third part cellos play bass

C1x2 D1x2– Brass first part. Allegro
C2x2 D2x2 – Tutti, parts as played in A & B (repeat one more time)

A7              –  Solo flute with rallentando and decrescendo.

This gives this very simple piece a building texture with the same hypnotic quality found in 
Ravel’s ‘Bolero’. The trance-like state is suddenly broken by the martial entry of the brass (in 
our case three cornets and a flugel) which builds to a climax before the gentle strains of the solo 
flute remind us briefly of where we started. Often the layout above finds itself onto a whiteboard 
in the music classroom and the students follow this whilst playing their parts from memory.

The creation of a playing itinerary such as this lies at the root of these pieces. In another 
example, ‘Queen’s Jig’ we begin with a G drone played by the strings which is gradually overlaid  
by a G ostinato from the flutes. Only then do the brass enter with the second part. When they 
have played the first Ax2 the strings enter with the top line. Next the A2x2 and B2x2 are played 
by strings alone. They divide the parts between them. On the next time through choosing their 
own parts before we return to a G drone played on the flutes overlaid with the ostinato played 
pizzicato on strings. 

These are very simple examples. The use of imagination and the addition of simple ostinati and 
drones bring to these arrangements a baroque quality which is exciting to play and refreshing to 
hear. At times students have experimented with dotting passages to give a change in quality or 
even swinging the final section, a technique which gives a strangely klezmer-like quality to ‘On 
a Bank of Flowers’. A modern audience, unused to classical music, will find these arrangements 
accessible. Similarly young players can experiment to produce extended pieces in the way 
described above. 
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All in a Garden Green        Concert  version
Published in Playford’s ‘English Dancing Master’ 1651. This tune has seen various publishings and 
remains a favourite among session musicians even in the present day. The melody has a lovely 
restful feel to it and uses those musical devices which mark it as being from the 17th century. In this 
arrangement the second part is a little more challenging than the top line and the third part is used as a 
substitute for the bass. the second part is a little more challenging than the top line and the third part is 
used as a substitute for the bass. Most performers prefer the top line but it is sometimes useful to get 
used to playing the other parts so that variety can be maintained in successive playings of the piece.
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All in a Garden Green        Bb  version
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Amber Eyes         Concert version

This tune was written by Katie, our oldest team member. The need for distinctive jigs for use by our 
rapper sword dancers seems to be a driving motivation in Katie’s compositional output. This one needs 
to be played fast and with a strong accent ensuring that there are two clear beats in each bar.  This is 
perhaps worth mentioning at this early stage. Compound duple time means that there are only two beats 
to a bar. Many young musicians struggle with this time signature because their teachers insist on telling 
them that there are six quaver beats per bar. We like to think of the beat as a grouping of sounds.
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Amber Eyes         Bb version
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Autumn Drive        Concert version

This is another jig, the preferred time signature in our team. Here Gina has composed a melody which 
is a little more complex than the more ‘folky’ melodies. Her use of triplets in the final bar of the A figure 
means that there is a feeling of compulsion as the B figure comes round. This driving effect is useful in 
dance music as it makes the dancers move without pause into the second passage. Generally speaking, 
dancers prefer beat to melody and have little regard for the rhythm of the music since their bodies supply 
that aspect of the performance. Everyone should play for dancing, it develops musical stamina.
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Autumn Drive        Bb version
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Bear Dance         Concert version

This is a tune from the Flanders region of Belgium. The melody is a favourite with students of all ages 
and we are as likely to play this alongside members of Sheffield University’s Ceilidh Society as with Year 
Seven students in our own school. Our most memorable performance was in a car-park at Holmfirth Folk  
Festival where our brass section played to warm up and were immediately joined by massed accordions 
from various morris dance teams and the drums of dance group, ‘Zulu Nation’ . You couldn’t have 
planned it and everyone involved was buzzing with the experience. Who says minor keys are sad?
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Bear Dance         Bb version
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Bell in Flag         Concert version

This is a strange name for a very good minor key jig. The melody comes from a manuscript collection 
probably compiled by an anonymous musician in the early 19th century. The tune comes from County 
Durham and, not surprisingly makes an excellent accompaniment to the North-Eastern Rapper sword  
dance.  The name is something of a mystery. There is a jig by the name ‘Bellerophon’ which, presumably 
commemorates the warship of that name. It may be that this melody has a corrupted name probably 
caused by shouting across a room full of musicians?
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Bell in Flag         Bb version
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The Black Nag        Concert version

This melody is from the famous collection by John Playford published in 1651. The tune is also known 
as ‘The Galloping Horse’, a title which gives more than a little indication as to how it should be played. 
We do, however, like to vary things a bit by playing the first few repeats in G minor. This creates a much  
darker opening passage which is accomplished by playing all Bs flat and all Fs natural. Not hard really! 
The students derived a certain pleasure from this the first time they tried it. This resulted in attempting to 
play everything in their repertoire in minor keys once they discovered that they could. 
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The Black Nag        Bb version
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Blindman’s Reel        Concert version

This melody comes form the manuscript notebook of Thomas Riley, a fiddler from West Auckland in 
Co. Durham. The book is dated 1841 and contains lots of great tunes from that period and earlier. This 
arrangement is by Cath James who runs the ‘Harlequinettes’ the South Riding Folk Arts Network’s youth 
orchestra. The Generations players like to doctor this one by the use of ‘dotting’. They play it as written 
then they play it using a dotted quaver, semi-quaver pattern like an English hornpipe. They then reverse 
the dotting to semi-quaver, dotted quaver  patterns giving a ‘Scotch snap’, Cosmopolitan?
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Blindman’s Reel        Bb version
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The Girl in the Blue Dress      Concert version

This is a common melody on the Englsh folk session scene. It’s always a good idea to have a few 
‘standards’ in the repertoire because you never know where you’ll be playing. We encourage our team 
to become inseperable from their instruments. When we play at festivals the older students like to get 
involved with any and every opportunity to share tunes and extend their own repertoires.  This is a good 
old polka from more southern counties. As someone once said, ‘there’s nothing more English than a 
polka!’ Of course these tunes get their name from Poland.
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The Girl in the Blue Dress      Bb version
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Bobby Shaftoe        Concert version

This is a tune used for the longsword dance. This dance features six or eight dancers each hold  ing 
a wooden or metal sword in one hand and the tip of the next person’s sword in the other. Thus linked 
together they perform a number of complicated figures without letting go of the swords. This tune is for 
the Flamborough dance  but it is widespread and its title is believed to place it in Northumberland where 
one Robert Shaftoe was an 18th century merchant. The tune is well nown and yet it is not as simple as 
its nursery rhyme status would suggest.  It needs to be played briskly with a very strong downbeat.
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Bobby Shaftoe        Bb version
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Bonny Kate         Concert version

This melody is from the Derbyshire manuscript collection of Harrison and Wall. The tune is a version 
of a very early melody called ‘Bonny Kate of Aberdeen’. Despite this the version here has no Scottish 
connections and has a distinctly English feel. This is one of our earlier arrangements and so has only 
three parts, the bass and the third part being doubled. Some discussion has resulted from playing this 
piece which seems to be more in demand from girls called Katherine or Katie than other students. There 
must be a reason for this but it seems to escape most of us.
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Bonny Kate         Bb version
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The Chatam Hornpipe       Concert version

This is a tune from the South Yorkshire collection of Joshua Burnett of Worsborough near Barnsley. 
Burnett, a linen weaver also had a penchant for fiddle playing. His notebook from 1841 includes a 
significant number of hornpipes of above average difficulty. He also includes a melody by James Knight, 
one of Sheffield’s celebrated blind musicians of the Regency period. Burnett failed to complete his 
transcription of the B music so I wrote this version based on his first two bars. Sheffield based ceilidh band, 
‘Hekety’ have been known to give this tune a ‘reggae’ treatment. The spelling of ‘Chatam’ is Burnett’s.
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The Chatam Hornpipe       Bb version
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Conscription        Concert version

This is a modern tune by the French composer Frederic Paris. In France all young men have to perform 
National Service and most are none too pleased at the prospect. Paris seems, judging from this tune, 
to have been unimpressed by the experience. The second part here is the famous recruiting song 
of the British army, ‘Over the Hills and Far Away’  albeit slightly altered to fit. Played as a march this 
arrangement gives ample scope for brass players to exercise real panache. Our fiddlers much prefer the 
second part which has more ‘twiddly bits’. Purists must forgive the technical language used above.
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Conscription        Bb version
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Fiddler’s Maggot        Concert version 

This melody has a strange name but actually it’s a corruption of the Italian ‘maggiotto’. This was a dance 
popular in 17th century Italy and somehow the name found itself grafted onto a number of English tunes.  
In this arrangement each part is set with decreasing difficulty. The top line is the hardest then the second 
part being easier and so on down to the bass. It’s often an advantage to arrange in this way to make it 
easier for novice players to get involved.  We operate on the principle that it’s better to play badly than 
not at all. This might raise eyebrows elsewhere but it really does bring fast improvements.
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Fiddler’s Maggot        Bb version
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Furze Cat         Concert version

Composed on the guitar and that, as dance music in England goes, makes it unusual. The piece 
provides some challenges for brass players in particular due to the octave leaps. The second part was 
created as a deliberate challenge to certain woodwind players who were having things a little too easy  
in the latter months of the project.  The title is an old country term for the hare, an animal with much 
superstition attached to it. Like a March Hare the melody leaps about. Composed by Gavin Davenport of  
Sheffield ceilidh band ‘Hekety’ this is included because he also went to our school and it’s a good tune!
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Furze Cat         Bb version
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Ganivelle         Concert version

Another Frederic Paris melody. This is a lovely tune to play and is particularly enjoyed by our 
clarinettists. The second part plays very well as a melody on it’s own. Our arrangements tend to 
capitalise on this fact. Because of the way it’s written the melody does not end without the addition of 
a perfect cadence. This has to be sorted out by common agreement amongst players. The piece lends 
itself to changes of texture and orchestration and as a result it tends to get over exposed. This is easily 
our most performed piece.
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Ganivelle         Bb version
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The Golden Cross        Concert version

When we heard Gina Le Faux’s version of this 18th century tune our older fiddlers just had to have a 
go at it. The result was that it got arranged for the whole band. Not an easy proposition, it takes some 
thinking about to really do justice to this unusually long tune. Bearing in mind that the musicians in our 
group like to commit the whole arrangement to memory, this one is perhaps understandably, played less 
than others in this collection. It remains a great melody worth learning and definitely an asset to any 
young musician’s repertoire.
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The Golden Cross        Bb version
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Helen’s Jig         Concert version

Named after its composer Helen Edwards, this melody was used in the early days of the Generations 
Project as a sword dance tune. It was played with a strong two beats to the bar and very fast. The result 
was that the dancers and musicians could fall into the ‘groove’ and keep going for ages without having 
to think too much. Things have since moved on and the older players like more challenges. it remains a 
strongly functional tune and deserves an outing now and again. It’s great to develop speed and stamina.
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Helen’s Jig         Bb version
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The Humours of Hillsborough      Concert version

Although we were originally drawn to this tune because of it’s local sounding name. We also discovered 
that it’s a really good tune in its own right. It comes from a collection of 18th century country dance tunes 
and is another minor key jig that sounds anything but melancholy. The tune is best played upbeat and  
really stylish fiddlers will want to adopt the Baroque practice of playing the semi-quavers by bowing 
each note – slurs are too easy and not so authentic. Altogether a good tune but sadly nothing to do with 
Sheffield Wednesday’s football ground, actually the tune refers to Hillsborough in Ulster!
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The Humours of Hillsborough      Bb version
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The Horse’s Brawl        Concert version

This is one of the oldest melodies in the collection. It’s a favourite with our novice players and is probably 
the most played tune in our school. The piece is in three sections with some interesting accidentals in 
the C figure. We don’t use it for dancing but it is a really great tune and should be played as if people 
actually were dancing. This is one of those tunes which seems welcome anywhere and it sees regular 
outings in music sessions all over the country. Everyone should have a go at every part then swopping 
can take place making a much more complex performance.
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The Horse’s Brawl        Bb version
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Iron Legs         Concert version

This hornpipe is another of those tunes which is played the length and breath of the country. Its 
sequence in the B music gives it a complexity of sound which is actually misleading. All in all its an easy 
tune to play. The arrangement here is a transcription of the playing of the South Riding Folk Arts Network 
regular Wednesday session at Sheffield’s Red House pub. The students on the project play this quickly 
and with great spirit although it is interesting to note that not all really dig in when playing the B section.  
The trick here is not to be intimidated. This is a good busking tune according to the sixth form! 
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Iron Legs         Bb version
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Kelham Island        Concert version

This is a jig from a small tunebook published in 2000. The melody is recent and this arrangement 
arrived from Katie who, as a viola player, doesn’t always get to play exciting stuff. The third part contains 
a single subtle triplet which cuts through the arrangement like a knife and makes sure that whoever 
is playing that part gets noticed. Needless to say this was the viola part in the original arrangement. 
Kelham Island is the site of Sheffield’s premier Industrial Museum and is also the home address of the 
SRFAN.
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Kelham Island        Bb version
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Lancaster Lasses        Concert version

This melody was difficult to arrange and is our most controversial item. The fiddle players love it inspired 
perhaps by Gina Le Faux’s enigmatic rendition on the album ‘Body & Soul’. Other players are less 
enthusiastic. Certainly its haunting fairground-like B music hides a slightly threatening mood but overall 
it’s a beautiful tune which rewards the efforts required to play it convincingly. It plays well either fast or 
slow. Perhaps most effective is to pursue the fairground theme and play with a childlike enthusiasm 
whilst thinking of galloping horses and waltzers.
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Lancaster Lasses        Bb version
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The Lass of Patie’s Mill       Concert version

This wistful air probably began life as a song melody. It’s strange intervals are a delight to play and it 
seems to sit well on most instruments. The tune is found all over the British Isles but oddly, despite its 
Scottish origin, is more common in English collections. This version comes from an English manuscript 
found in a book auction in the West Midlands and bought from a second hand book dealer in the East 
Midlands. Where it originated is anybody’s guess.
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The Lass of Patie’s Mill       Bb version
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Le Canal en Octobre       Concert version

Another Frederic Paris original, this tune is a clever development of a single bar of melody. Once common 
in Sheffield University’s Ceilidh Soc. sessions it is now a favourite amongst year 8 pupils who seem to 
be able to play it on anything. The melody is easy to learn because of its structure and when played 
imaginatively it has a sort of hypnotic quality which makes it a great dance tune.  Some younger students 
play a simple four bar ostinato using only the notes G and E as an accompaniment.  It works quite well.
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Le Canal en Octobre       Bb version
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The Long Room at Scarborough     Concert version

Having discovered that they could play in compound duple time it wasn’t long before someone 
demanded a harder time signature. This romp in compound triple time is less challenging than first 
glances might suggest. Here there are simply three beats to a bar. Give them equal weight but 
emphasise the first note in the triplet to give that authentic 18th century feeling. The melody is simply 
two variations on the first theme played over and over. Typical dance music, it just sits there and moves 
dancers. Interestingly there really was a ‘Long Room’ at Scarborough. It’s now a carpark.
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The Long Room at Scarborough     Bb version
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A Trip to Meadowhall       Concert version

Everyone should suffer a day in the giant shopping centre in Sheffield’s Lower Don Valley. This tune 
started out as ‘A Trip to Highgate’ in the Apted collection. I added the B section to give a 48 bar jig, 
something of a rarity in the English tradition.  The middle section is simply a sequence which breaks 
up the steady two beats in a bar. Nowadays a trip to Highgate isn’t complete without a jaunt around the 
famous cemetery. Somehow a shopping centre seems a lot more inviting. Recently we seem to play this 
for longsword dancing.
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A Trip to Meadowhall       Bb version
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Newcastle         Concert version

Another tune from the collection of the redoubtable John Playford. This began life as a song melody and 
then seems to have lost its words whilst enjoying a new lease of life as a dance tune. This is another 
melody which, despite its antiquity, is still a mainstay of the traditional music sessions. This is a melody 
which is deceptively simple. Its range, whilst not extensive, gives a challenge to beginners whilst the rise 
and fall of the melody have an almost classical feel. It is especially effective when played with alternating 
solo and ensemble passages.
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Newcastle         Bb version
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From Night till Morn       Concert version

This is a melody from the Welch manuscript and dates from the Regency period. The melody, despite its 
age, has a modern feel and a modern sounding title. This is another of those tunes which finds its place 
in sessions around the country and it is staple festival fare for many players in the under 30 age group. 
The third part here is very easy despite its forbidding collections of semi-quavers. The challenge is in the 
second part which is a little more demanding with regards to timing. Try it with different parts dropping in 
and out.
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From Night till Morn       Bb version
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Nonsuch/La Moresque       Concert version

Not one but two tunes in this package. The first is a haunting melody which benefits from a slow build-up. 
Think of Ravel’s ‘Bolero’ which is also simple and which likewise benefits from the ’slow burn’ treatment. 
Having built up the tension on a few repeats try switching to ‘La Moresque’ for a jolt of major key triumphal 
marching. These tunes seem to arrive in this combination with surprising regularity. Several dance groups 
in the UK have developed this combination, apparently independently of one another. Nonsuch is from 
Playford whilst La Moresque is from Susato’s ‘Danserye’.
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Nonsuch/La Moresque       Bb version
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On a Bank of Flowers       Concert version

The slightly pastoral title does not point to the reality of this strange melody. The tonality suggests D minor 
but something about the way the tune moves does not support this. Overall the melody has a robust quality 
which the arranger, Cath James, has underlined with this almost Eastern European chording. We play this 
fast, slow and with a swing. The overall effect is to invoke a feeling more of Turkish or even Israeli music 
rather than its native Scotland where this tune adorns a song by Robert Burns.
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On a Bank of Flowers       Bb version
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The Queen’s JIg        Concert version

This is yet another of Playford’s tunes. Perhaps that’s more of an indication of his excellent taste than 
a suggestion that his era abounded with great melodies. This one is one of our first arrangements and 
actually dates back to well before the Generations Project. However it survived the test of time simply 
because its a great tune. Our brass players like to start this one by playing the second part instead of 
leading off on the melody which is in the top line. This somehow seems to give a fanfare which befits a 
Queen and the ensuing noise when the other sections join in gives the whole a coronation atmosphere.
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The Queen’s JIg        Bb version
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The Rogues March        Concert version

Our good friends at Ryburn 3 Step use this as a march on for their sword dance team and we decided 
to do likewise. The tune has a dark past, however, being traditionally used at ‘drumming out’ ceremonies 
in the British Army during the Napoleonic period. The melody does have a slightly insolent slouch about 
it and could almost serve as a school anthem for some students. Nevertheless it’s a great melody with a 
strength about it that sits well on a mixed ensemble especially on the Bb section.
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The Rogues March        Bb version
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Roslyn Castle        Concert version

Another dark tune but with a gloriously rich shape. In its American incarnation as ‘Rose of Sharon’ this 
melody has attended more funerals than the ‘Dead March in Saul’. The melody is a favourite amongst 
our guitarists who see something of the Heavy Metal about it whilst the Generations orchestra regard 
it as a lovely melody which deserves playing. This is another piece which benefits from changing the 
texture in performance. Try alternating solos with duet and trio sections. Go for a big ending!
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Roslyn Castle        Bb version
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Sally Kelly         Concert version

This is a tune in the Thomas Dixon manuscript notebook which is housed in the Lincoln City Archive.  
The tune is neither complex nor difficult. What sets it aside is how it moves. This is a melody with a real 
sense of flow and energy. If it commemorates a real person then one hopes that she approved of its 
lively depiction of her. The melody has a simple accompaniment which presents no serious challenges. 
It’s fun to play and to dance with. This is one to simply play along with rather than try to create an 
orchestral masterpiece.
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Sally Kelly         Bb version
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Salvilettina         Concert version

This is another very simple melody which is merely pretty rather than challenging. We used this as an 
arranging exercise for the students and they found it difficult. Like many traditional tunes it has a very 
limited chordal range. The melody originates in the 18th century and was found in a collection of pub 
lished melodies by Charles and Samuel Thompson of London. The name suggests a contemporary taste 
for ‘foreign’ music although it is in fact an English tune.
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Salvilettina         Bb version
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The Sportsman’s Hornpipe      Concert version

A tune from the collection of Joseph Kershaw of Saddleworth near Oldham. This is an old collection 
which sadly, has disappeared from public knowledge. Our source is the fair copy made by Ann Geddes-
Gilchrist in the early part of the 20th century. Unfortunately Ms. Gilchrist did not copy any of the tunes 
which Kershaw himself wrote. Only one of these survives, ‘Kershaw’s Hornpipe’ from which we know 
that he wrote exceedingly good tunes. This is one he prepared earlier. Cath’s arrangement really draws 
out the character of this excellent hornpipe which, like others of its type, is best played moderately.
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The Sportsman’s Hornpipe      Bb version
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Three around Three       Concert version

One of the most popular tunes on the current session scene. This one was introduced so as to ensure 
that students who joined sessions at festivals would have at least one melody they could play confidently. 
Since then they’ve mostly learned to improvise and don’t really care whether they know the tune or not. 
This is a rollicking English country dance tune which delights all who hear, play or dance to it.
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Three around Three       Bb version
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Michael Turner’s Waltz       Concert version

This is a really interesting one. The only waltz in our collection although not the only one in our 
repertoire, this one is a bit of a surprise. Discovered in a Sussex manuscript from the early 19th century 
belonging to Michael Turner, church warden, it was published by Vic Gammon in the ‘Sussex Tunebook’.  
The melody really took off in popularity when Eliza Carthy recorded it and it became the most 
widely played traditional waltz in the session scene in England. In 2002, Jonathan Stock of Sheffield 
University’s Music Department correctly identified it as by Mozart. This is Mozart’s setting.
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Michael Turner’s Waltz       Bb version
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In and Out the Windows       Concert version

Another sword dance tune ends our musical journey. This one is another which we use for the 
Flamborough dance. The melody is well known and this arrangement has absolutely no surprises. Once 
again the bass and the third part double to underpin the beat. This is also a song tune and can still be 
heard in primary playgrounds where it is often called ‘Dusty Bluebells’. The melody is common in the 
North East where it is called ‘Wor Geordie’s Lost his Penker’. Once heard never forgotten.
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In and Out the Windows       Bb version
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Notes on the melodies and their arrangers.
For ease of identification this list in alphabetical order. 

1. All in a Garden Green – Playford, Arr. P. Davenport
This melody was first published  by William Pickering in 1565. Later it was included in John Playford’s ‘Dancing 
Master’. It has been used for a variety of songs and dances since then and remains a firm favourite. 

2. Amber Eyes – written and arr. by Katie Owen
Katie is a prolific writer and currently is developing her expertise on string quartets. No one’s sure (this includes 
Katie) why the tune has this title. 

3. Autumn Drive – written and arr. by Gina Playforth
Named after a road in Maltby near Gina’s home, this piece arrived spontaneously and uses an unusal ending in the 
A. section of the melody.

4. Bear Dance – Belgian trad. arr. P. Davenport
We used this melody extensively for our longsword dance. The students found it’s harmonies a little odd at first but 
quickly mastered it and its plaintive minor key became a firm favourite.

5. Bell in Flag – English trad. arr. C. James
Our peripatetic violin teacher Cath James runs a youth orchestra as part of the work of the South Riding Folk Arts 
Network. This group, the ‘Harlequinettes’ play a lot of great tunes from the South Riding Tunebooks. This jig comes 
from a manuscript collection found in a library in C. Durham. It is a strange name and possibly a corruption of  
‘Bellerophon’.

6. Black Nag, The – Playford, arr. P.Davenport
This is a melody which romps along like a galloping horse.  Our team like to play it the first few times in G minor. 
They then revert to its original key. The change is unexpected and sounds great.

7. Blindman’s Reel – Thomas Riley’s Ms. Arr. C. James
This tune is actually from an English manuscript collection dated 1841. The melody lends itself to playing using a 
variety of ‘dotting’ techniques. 

8. Bobby Shaftoe  – English trad. arr. P. Davenport
Best known, of course, as a song. The hero is variously said to have lived at Hollybrook, County Wicklow, and to 
have died in 1737, or –perhaps more likely- to have been Robert Shafto of Whitworth, who stood for Parliament in 
the election of 1761 and did indeed have yellow hair.  See Iona and Peter Opie, The Oxford Dictionary of Nursery 
Rhymes (no. 60). This is another sword dance melody used for the Flamborough dance. I

9. Bonny Kate – English trad. arr. P. Davenport
This is a lovely tune which elicits squeals of delight from anyone called Kate who naturally has an affinity with its title. 
The melody has Scottish origins.

10. Canal en Octobre, Le – F. Paris, arr. P.Davenport
This simple melody is used to explain the motif and how it can be developed. Nearly every student in the lower 
school at Maltby has worked from this tune and knows it well. The arrangement here is a little more challenging than 
the classroom version.

11.Chatam Hornpipe, The – English trad. arr. P. Davenport
This comes from the Joshua Burnett manuscript found in Worsborough near Barnsley. The second half of the tune 
was missing so I wrote a new one. This is a great tune to give a reggae treatment, especially when you get to the B 
part. 

12. Conscription – F. Paris, arr. P. Davenport
This melancholy tune reflects the composers delight at being forced into military service in his native France. The 
second part is chosen to give irony to this situation as it uses the famous English recruiting song, ‘Over the Hills and 
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Far Away’. ‘Over the Hills’ probably takes its name from the refrain of ‘Jockey’s 
Lamentation’, which first appeared in D’Urfey’s Pills to Purge Melancholy, 
1706, IV, 99; also in Pills, to the same tune, is the song used in Farquhar’s 
play The Recruiting Officer (1706). Alan Ramsay printed a Scots dialect form 
of ‘Jockey’ in his Tea-Table Miscellany (1733, II, 192), representing it as an old 
song; whether the tune is originally English or Scottish is uncertain. It was used 
for numerous songs and appeared in ten ballad operas; and is of course well-
known to this day.

13. Fiddler’s Maggot – SRFN TB, arr. C. James
The name suggests something unpleasant but actually relates to a ‘magiotto’, a 
form of Italian social dance.

14. From Night ‘til Morn – Welch Ms. arr. P.Davenport
This lovely tune is great for dancing. You settle into the ‘groove’ very quickly and 
then you can go on all night. Hence the title (or at least for as long as the band 
can play).

15. Furze Cat – G. Davenport, arr. P.Davenport
This is the title track of the album by top ceilidh band ‘Hekety’. The piece was 
written on guitar and provides some challenges to brass players with its climbing 
scale followed by the plunge back to the start. The complex second part was 
deliberately written to challenge some outstanding clarinettists. The names of 
the composer and arranger are obviously not a coincidence. Gavin, guitarist 
and cittern player with Hekety is also an ex-student of Maltby Comp and a fine 
musician despite all his Dad could do. 

16. Ganivelle – F. Paris, arr. P.Davenport
This French composer has a knack of putting together unremarkable ideas in a 
way which creates remarkable melodies. A favourite with the Generations team, 
this arrangement has a counter melody in the second part which stands well on 
its own. 

17. Girl in the Blue Dress, The – Trad. arr. P.Davenport
This polka is a session tune which currently enjoys popularity all over the 
country.

18. Golden Cross, The – Thompson, arr. P.Davenport
The baroque violinist Gina Le Faux really brought this melody to our notice with 
a wonderful performance on her album, ‘Masquerades and Operas’. Some of 
the senior students wanted to learn it so it appeared in an arrangement. This is 
a difficult melody straight from the 18th century and untouched by the erosion of 
tradition. 

19. Helen’s Jig – H. Edwards, arr. P.Davenport
Helen wrote this in Year 7. She was eleven years old at the time. The melody 
was used by the sword team as an accompaniment to the longsword dance. 
The arrangement grew around the melody and was played with gusto and at 
great speed by the band. 

20. Humours of Hillsborough, The – Johnson, arr. P. Davenport
This is a lovely E minor jig. The Hillsborough mentioned in the title is actually in 
Northern Ireland but, in best baroque manner we can phant’sy that it’s the one 
with the football team in South Yorkshire!
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21. Horse’s Brawl, The – Arbeau, arr. P.Davenport
A 16th century tune which appears as ‘Branle des Chevaux’ in Thoinot Arbeau’s Orchesographie (1589).The idea 
beginners tune. This has sufficient challenge and plenty of repetition to guarantee that players develop simply 
through the act of playing it. 

22. In and out the Windows – English Trad. arr. P,Davenport
Another of the Flamborough sword dance tunes which we use to ring the changes in this most unusual traditional 
dance.

23. Iron Legs – English Trad. arr. South Riding ‘Chamber Orchestra’
The orchestra is actually a session held every Wednesday at the Red House in Solly street, Sheffield. This 
arrangement is a transcription of the parts played by members of the group. The Generations gang play this with a 
certain reserve and seem to regard the protracted sequence in the B music as the hallmark of playing ability – even 
though it’s very easy.

24. Kelham Island – P.Davenport, arr. K. Owen
Katie arranged this melody not realising I’d written it. I was more than pleased with her interpretation. Kelham Island 
is our local industrial Museum where we spend our May Bank holiday and other significant times.

25. Lancaster Lasses – English trad. arr. P.Davenport
This melancholy melody seems to conjure a picture of deserted fairgrounds or sad clowns. It plays beautifully but 
violinists need to have really good intonation. Look out for the wistful interpretation by Gina Le Faux on ‘Body and 
Soul’ which inspired us to create this version and to play it with great enthusiasm.

26. Lass of Patie’s Mill, The – West Midlands ms. arr. P.Davenport
This melody is included in the second South Riding Tunebook and was originally a song tune. The lass in question 
was called Anderson and was very nearly abducted in 1550. Her father, Black John Anderson had some things to 
say on the matter. This melody actually dates from the early 1700’s and Alan Ramsey’s words don’t fit it too well by 
modern standards. It remains a lovely tune, especially for soloists.

27. Long Room at Scarborough, The – English trad. arr. P.Davenport
This was introduced to the group simply to acquaint these young players with a melody in 9/8 time. The difficulty lies 
in knowing when to stop.

28. Michael Turner’s Waltz – Mozart, arr W.A. Mozart
The Sussex tunebook contains an untitled waltz drawn from the collection of self-taught Sussex fiddler, Michael 
Turner, churchwarden. Eliza Carthy popularised this lovely tune. Legend had it that it was by Mozart. Thanks to our 
close links with Sheffield University we were presented with the proof. The melody in this form was published in 
English Dance & Song in 2004. The arrangement here is by Mozart and is from a trio in a collection of six German 
dances. I have doubled the bass to give the third part. Mozart didn’t include chord symbols so I have not presumed 
to do so. 

29. Newcastle – Playford, arr. P.Davenport
Published in Playford’s ‘Dancing Master’, this melody was a song air called, “Come ye not from Newcastle?’ It was 
used and re-used over a period of two centuries and even quoted in play texts as late as the 18th century. Not 
surprising for such a good tune. 

30. Nonsuch/La Moresque – Playford/Susato, arr. P.Davenport
We used this pairing of meodies as a sword dance accompaniment. The piece is slowly built up by adding 
instruments and then we like to really break loose with the second tune as a march with as much brass as we can 
muster.
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31. On a Bank of Flowers – Trad. possibly Scottish, arr. C. James
This is a lovely tune which the band plays straight before swinging it the last 
time through. Suddenly it starts to sound like Yiddish Klezmer!

32. Queen’s Jig, The – Playford, arr. P.Davenport
Another melody which we used as a sword dance tune for a short while. 
Published by Playford it has spawned a number of  song airs including 
‘Begone Dull Care’ and any number of ‘Harvest Home’ songs. The second 
part in this arrangement is occasionally played by our brass section as a 
tune in its own right.

33. Rogues March, The – English trad. Arr. P.Davenport
This melody was traditionally played on those military occasions when 
soldiers were ‘drummed out of the regiment’. Frank Kidson traced the tune 
in the mid 18th century but considered it older. It was also used for quite 
jolly stage songs like ‘Poor Old Robinson Crusoe’ and Thomas Dibdin’s 
‘Tight Little Island’We use it as a march on for our rapper team. 

34. Roslyn Castle – Scottish trad. arr. P. Davenport
This beautiful air is also known as ‘The Rose of Sharon’ in the USA.  As 
the American hymn tune it was used extensively as a funeral march in the 
Civil War. It remains a haunting melody which deserves to be better known. 
The tune was originally called ‘The House of Glams’ (Glamis) and appears 
to have acquired its new name when Richard Hewitt –a Cumberland man 
living in Scotland– set his song ‘Roslin Castle’ to it; this was published 
in The Scots Musical Museum V. 1, (1787), though it seems first to have 
appeared with the tune in Bremner’s A Second Set of Scots Songs, c.1757. 

35. Sally Kelly – Thomas Dixon Ms. Lincoln, arr. P.Davenport
This is a lively tune with a couple of intervals which set it firmly in the 18th 
century. It comes from a small notebook in the Lincoln Archives.

36. Salvilettina – Thompson, arr. P.Davenport
A tune from C & S. Thompsons mammoth collections of the 18th century. 
This arrangement really only materialised as the result of a lesson on 
setting parts to a melody. 

37. Sportsman’s Hornpipe, The – Kershaw ms. arr. C. James
Lovely minor tune set in this sprightly form by Cath and a firm favourite 
with both the Generations groups and the Harlequinettes for whom it was 
conceived. 

38. Three around Three – English trad. arr. P.Davenport
This melody, which goes by several other names, is a firm favourite in 
sessions around the country. 

39. Trip to Meadowhall, A – Apted/Davenport, arr. C. James
The original melody, ‘A Trip to Highgate’ occurs in the Apted collection. 
This arrangement is based on an extensive re-writing of the melody to turn 
it into a 48 bar jig. These melodies are in great demand by ceilidh callers 
but somewhat rarer in the repertoire of bands. Cath’s handling of this piece 
brings out the sequential B music in all its glory.
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The Generations Tunebook was born of necessity 
during the course of an educational initiative 
called, ‘The Generations Project’. The project itself 
was initially, a simple exercise in Citizenship in a 
large South Yorkshire comprehensive school. The 
motivation behind this was to place teenagers at the 
heart of their community. The results of this venture 
had repercussions which are still being felt in the 
small mining town of Maltby which lies in the borough 
of Rotherham, not far from Sheffield.

In 2002, Maltby Comprehensive School in partnership 
with the South Riding Folk Arts Network taught a 
group of 13 and 14 year old students the longsword 
dance. One group learned the dance whilst others 
learned to play the tunes to accompany the dance. 

Musically the school’s players developed very 
quickly and began making their own arrangements 
or demanding arrangements of favourite tunes. They 
grew in all senses over the period of the project which 
continues to run itself. During the time of the project a 
new system of teaching instrumentalists emerged and 
this, together with these arrangements continues to 
be used to develop a new generation of musicians and 
dancers. 

These arrangements of dance music from the English 
tradition were developed during this project and have 
been thoroughly tested in performance during the 
course of three years. 
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South Riding Folk Arts Network
The English Folk Dance & Song Society
Folk South-West
Ryburn 3 Step
Sheffield Industrial Museums Trust
Maltby Town Council
Moor & Coast Festival
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